The Heavens Rise

My name is Niquette Delongpre and on the
night before my mothers 47th birthday, my
entire family vanished without a trace.
Everyone assumed the swamp swallowed
them. They were wrong.... Deep in the
swamps outside of New Orleans, Niquette
Delongpre and her family uncover a well
on their property - a well that has roots all
the way down into the soils of the
Mississippi River. A well that brings
ancient things to the surface - things that
should have stayed buried. When Niquette
is exposed to a small parasite, it triggers in
her mysterious and dangerous powers. As
she tries to come to grips with these new
abilities and what they might mean for her
future, she realises that she is not alone.
Someone else, someone who was exposed
to the same mysterious parasite during a
clandestine visit to the swamp, is also
discovering his new talents, and hes not as
nice as she is....

A while back I asked Noah Michelson, editor of HuffPost Gay Voices, if he was aware of the new(ish) Internet radio
show I had launched with2 quotes from The Heavens Rise: the heavens rise. The Paperback of the The Heavens Rise by
Christopher Rice at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! Fantasy intertwining sex, violence, makes for
mature fare. Read Common Sense Medias The Heavens Rise review, age rating, and parents - 3 min - Uploaded by
TheDinnerPartyShowIn a city fighting for its future, a dark truth will be revealed and a power will be unleashed
Category : Fiction / Science Fiction / FantasyWhen Niquette Delongpre is exposed to a small parasite deep in the
swamps outside of New Orleans,The Heavens Rise Paperback July 15, 2014. From New York Times bestselling author
Christopher Rice: Three friends confront a deadly, ancient evil rising to the surface in a masterful coming-of-age novel
(Publishers Weekly, starred review). Christopher Rice has crafted a That book, The Heavens Rise, takes Rice back
home, to the Bayou and in to the supernatural waters, something he previously had avoided.Written by Christopher Rice,
narrated by Tim Flavin. Download and keep this book for Free with a 30 day Trial. Rice executes his turns, reversals,
and surprises with the pace and timing of a master. The Heavens Rise would not let me stop reading
itthatsInternationally bestselling author Christopher Rice returns to his legacy of horror in this spine-chilling tale of
murder, revenge and gothic horror. Christopher Rice has crafted a rich and haunting world in The Heavens Rise. This
story of a tormented family and the events that have led to - Buy The Heavens Rise book online at best prices in India on
Amazon.in. Read The Heavens Rise book reviews & author details and more at: The Heavens Rise (Audible Audio
Edition): Christopher Rice, Tim Flavin, Hachette Audio UK: Books.Christopher Rice: The Heavens Rise. Megnezem.
Book Depository. Rakeresek. Konyvtar. New ?York Times bestselling author Christopher Rice brilliantly Rices
supernatural thriller (A Density of Souls, 2000, etc.) returns readers to familiar stomping grounds in New Orleans and
features threeEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Starred Review. Although Rice (A Density of Souls) The
Heavens Rise - Kindle edition by Christopher Rice.The Heavens Rise by Christopher Rice - From New York Times
bestselling author Christopher Rice: Three friends confront a deadly, ancient evil rising to the
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